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       Today it feels like Springtime is just waiting around the corner, this Sunday 
sitting inside of my hanger quite a few aircraft have taken to the skies and aircraft 
projects that had go by the wayside are now in the owners sights.     A few are not 
letting any grass grow under their feet and have already started working with renewed 
vigor just wanting not to let this spring and summer past them by. 
         Some builders like Warner have been looking forward to the steady warming of 
the air so he can get back to finishing the aircraft just enough to get the wings placed 
on it and then looking ahead to the painting and other little details.    Charlie Wells is 
in the wiring process and still has a few more hours of work on his Hummel H-5 
before he gets to fire up the VW engine for the first time, hopefully that will be in the 
next few months as he is ready to fly and enjoying his bird and building any longer, he 
is looking forward to fly-in's and some cross country flights.     Peter & Lori are 
working on the Zenith and soon our chapter will have an invitation from them to stop 
by and check the plane out for one of the meetings.    They live a very full life and 
with the busy schedule which puts building on hold once in awhile, but know they are 
garnering pleasure from building your own aircraft.   
  
         Yesterday both Larry Moody, (our chapter treasurer), and Don Schaefer were 
over at my hanger working on their birds, now that weather conditions have been 
warmer they also want to just on board getting the aircraft ready to go flying.    So 
Leo came by in the afternoon and gave Don a helping hand with his dual carbs on the 
Rotax 503 and now it just purrs, a little while ago Don headed for over to the Crystal 
Dry Lake and to visit friends.     Larry has been working on new adjustments for the 
rudder cables and steerable tail wheel, we have taken off the wings yesterday so he 
might be able to get inside the cockpit easier and make the repair changes. 
         Phil has been working on projects for our model airplane club, Pahrump Valley 
Model Aviators, and other attentions keeping him busy there has been not as much 
flying as he wants, unless it is with Warren and they are flying somewhere to get 
breakfast.    Warren has been working on his RV aircraft also and making progress 
here and there but still has time to fly to breakfast, my type of man! 
  
         Now I am have been stagnating and not getting anything done on any of my 
planes except walking around them, but it finally looks as if my wife is now back into 
the group home in Vegas and is healing very nicely, looks as if she will be trying to 
walk in the next few weeks which will ease my heart and mind.     I look around at all 
the projects and it feels good to know that shortly I should be back in the grove and 



working once again on the Fisher UL, but think I will wait to see if I am lying to 
myself before I commit.     
  
Chapter meeting & info; 
  
         Not having meetings in the months of Jan.& Feb. was to let the holiday season 
end before we get back into the meetings for the new year.      This month our chapter 
was to host a new factory aircraft S-LSA, the Lighting, with the factory representative 
handing out all the information on this aircraft, plus answering members questions.      
Do to a schedule problem this will not take place at this time but is setup of our May 
meeting, we will let you know when it is confirmed.     In the month of April will will 
be holding our chapter's annual Pancake Breakfast with all the fixing's, and later on in 
the months ahead we will be having our Burger and Hot Dog Feed. 
  
         These last few days Gleena & Charles, along with Charles Wells have traveled 
to Casa Grande for the Catus Fly In and will most likely let us know at or meeting on 
next Sat. 10th. how the fly in went, The Wangers are looking for a new aircraft so 
they will have some info on what they saw at the fly in. 
  
         As this EAA chapter belongs to the members and friends, please be reminded 
that if you have something that you believe the members would enjoy at one of our 
meeting please direct that information to our Program Director, Charles Wagner and 
let him know what is on your mind, this is your chapter and we always welcome your 
input. 
  
         As always please be courteous and come a little early to the meeting and grab a 
snack & coffee and have time to talk with friends, remember we will have the 50/50 
drawing. 
  
                                                                        Bob Cameron/newsletter editor     


